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Quantificational subjects of comparative than clauses often appear to take scope at the level of
the matrix clause, as in (1a). This behavior is syntactically confounding, given finite clauses’ status as
scope islands, and understanding it has become a major focus of the comparatives literature in the
past 15 years.
Here I propose a novel analysis of English clausal comparatives in which the than clause is treated
as an embedded question. The analysis is inspired by a large number of syntactic and semantic
parallels between than clauses and questions embedded under responsive embedders like know. Some
of these parallels were noticed by Moltmann (1992) and Moltmann & Szabolcsi (1994); others are
novel; all of them have been overlooked in the recent comparatives literature. I propose that the
apparent exceptional scopal behavior of than-clause-internal quantifiers is an epiphenomenon of
quantificational variability (QV), following a suggestion of Sharvit (2002) for embedded questions.
First, both than clauses and embedded questions show the same surprising matrix-scope-like
behavior for embedded subjects (Moltmann 1992:226ff.). This yields the well-known pair-list reading
in the embedded question case.
(1)

a.
b.

John is taller than every girl is.
‘for every girl g, John is taller than g is’
John knows how tall every girl is.
‘for every girl g, John knows how tall g is’

Second, in both constructions it is possible for the matrix subject to be quantificationally dependent
on the embedded subject; i.e. an inverse scope reading appears available (Moltmann & Szabolcsi 1994).
(2)

a.
b.

Some boy or other is less than six inches taller than every girl is.
Some boy or other knows how tall every girl is.

(ok: every > some)
(ok: every > some)

Third, the same range of embedded subjects displays this surprising behavior in both constructions.
In particular, negative existentials with no are out (Szabolcsi 1997; Dotlačil & Nouwen 2016).
(3)

a.
b.

John is taller than no girl is.
#‘for no girl g, John is taller than g is’
John knows how tall no girl is.
#‘for no girl g, John knows how tall g is’

Finally, both than clauses and embedded questions exhibit QV effects. While QV in embedded
questions is well known, to my knowledge it has not been previously reported in than clauses.
(4)

a.
b.

For the most part, some boy or other is less than six inches taller than every girl is.
‘for most girls g, some boy is less than six inches taller than g is’
For the most part, some boy or other knows how tall every girl is.
‘for most girls g, some boy knows how tall g is’

The parallels between than clauses and embedded questions are, I suggest, more than merely
suggestive. I propose that we treat than clauses on a par with embedded questions. Specifically, I
claim that the than clause denotes a degree question and serves as the restriction of a quantificational
adverb. I adopt the QV framework of Beck & Sharvit (2002; based in turn on Lahiri 2002), in which
QV involves quantification over subquestions of the question-restriction. A formal innovation here is
the degree-answer operator ansd , defined in (5); I propose that this is the semantic contribution of
than. The analysis of (4a) is sketched in (6) and explicated immediately below.

(5)

ansd (w)(Q) = ιd[abst(Q)(d) = maxinf(w)(Q)], where
a. abst(Q) is Q’s abstract (in the sense of George 2011), and
b. maxinf(w)(Q) yields the strongest true answer to Q in w (cf. Beck & Rullmann 1999)

(6)

mostQ [Q ∈ div(Jwhi every girl is ti -tallK )] [some boy is <6in taller than ansd (w)(Q)]
a. div(Jwhi every girl is ti -tallK ) = {how tall is Ann?, how tall is Becca?, …}
b. abst(how tall is Ann?) = λdλw.tall(w)(Ann, d)
c. maxinf(w)(how tall is Ann?)
= maxinf(w)(λp.∃d[p = λw0 .tall(w0 )(Ann, d)])
= λw0 .tall(w0 )(Ann, dA,w )
(where dA,w is Ann’s maximal height in w)
d. ansd (w)(how tall is Ann?)
= ιd[abst(how tall is Ann?)(d) = maxinf(w)(how tall is Ann?)]
= ιd[λw.tall(w)(Ann, d) = λw0 .tall(w0 )(Ann, dA,w )]
= dA,w

The QV reading of (4a) (evaluated at w) has the LF in (6). The than clause denotes a degree
question (equivalent to Jhow tall is every girl?K ) that restricts the Q-adverbial. Quantification is over
logically independent subquestions of the than-clause question, as delivered by the div operator (Beck
& Sharvit 2002; Sharvit 2002). A salient such division is shown in (6a). The question abstract of the
subquestion how tall is Ann? is shown in (6b), and its maximally informative true answer in w is shown
in (6c). With these two bits of information, we calculate the value of ansd (w) for this subquestion as
in (6d): Ann’s (maximal) height in w. The nuclear scope will verify this value of Q iff some boy is less
than six inches taller than Ann.
Apparent wide scope for the than-clause-internal quantifier now becomes an epiphenomenon
of quantification over subquestions, as Sharvit (2002) proposes for embedded questions. Since div
returns a subquestion for each girl in the domain, quantification over Q is a proxy for quantification
over the girls. When there is no overt adverb, a default universal gives the than-clause subject apparent
widest scope, as in (1). When the matrix subject stays low, we get apparent scope inversion, as in (2).
When the than-clause subject precludes a licit division into subquestions, we get infelicity, as in (3).
Could we quantify over degrees instead of subquestions? Dotlačil & Nouwen (2016) have the than
clause denote a degree plurality, whose part/whole structure makes it a good candidate to restrict
the Q-adverbial. Unfortunately we encounter a proportion problem. Imagine that there are 10 girls,
of whom 7 are the same height; 1 boy who is less than six inches taller than those 7 girls; and no
boy who is less than six inches taller than any other girl. (4a) is intuitively true in this scenario. The
than-clause degree plurality, though, contains just 4 atomic degrees (1 for the 7 girls, 3 for the others),
only one of which verifies the nuclear scope. Quantification over degrees is not a successful proxy
for quantification over the girls. Moreover, the cumulative readings that Dotlačil & Nouwen (2016)
identify for clausal comparatives—a motivation for the degree plurality treatment—are paralleled by
cumulative readings with embedded questions (Lahiri 2002; Beck & Sharvit 2002).
The syntactic parallels between than clauses and embedded questions have been known since
Chomsky (1977). Their semantic parallels, by contrast, have been largely forgotten since Moltmann
and Szabolcsi’s work in the early 1990s. I have presented novel evidence that the syntactic and
semantic affinities between the two constructions are even more thoroughgoing than that work
suggested. I propose that this connection is the key to understanding the behavior of than-clauseinternal quantifiers, one of the central mysteries of the English comparative.
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